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Executive summary 
 

 (*Access full sector-specific updates: architecture and design, automotive, aviation, beauty and fashion, 

education, flight services, healthcare, legal, media, mining, professional services, and recruitment)  

 

 Accenture announced that it had been named a ‘Leader’ in Gartner Inc.’s recently published ‘Magic 

Quadrant for Enterprise Application Service Providers, China’. (November) Read more here.  

 Airbus and China Aircraft Leasing Company signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Airbus for 

100 A320 Family aircraft. (November) Read more here.  

 Arup presented a special exhibition at the Shanghai Expo UBPA’s Rhône-Alpes Pavilion in celebration 

of its 30
th

 anniversary in mainland China. (November) Read more here.  

 Atkins and China Communications Construction Company jointly hosted an event to unveil the Atkins-

designed “Window of Guangzhou” as well as hold the signing ceremony for a strategic cooperation 

framework agreement between the two companies. (November) Atkins also revealed the design for the 

Cadre International Transit Oriented Development Centre in Guangzhou. (November) Read more here.  

 BBC Worldwide, together with Honyee Media, its production partner for Top Gear China, unveiled the 

three hosts for the Chinese version of Top Gear. (October) Read more here.  

 Benoy announced that Chengdu International Finance Square was recognised by two prestigious awards 

programmes. (November) Read more here.  
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 The Boeing Company and Ruili Airlines celebrated the arrival of the airline’s first direct purchase 

Next-Generation 737-700. (November) Read more here.  

 Bupa and Hang Seng Bank announced the launch of a range of innovative insurance products and 

services that will offer Hang Seng customers holistic health and wellness care. (November) Read more 

here.  

 Burberry released its interim results for the six months ended on 30 September 2014, reporting that its 

retail business delivered double-digit comparable sales growth in Asia Pacific in the half, as did China 

and Hong Kong, the region’s two largest markets. (November) Read more here.  

 Cardiff University and Beijing Normal University signed an agreement to develop the Beijing Normal-

Cardiff Chinese College. (November) Read more here.  

 Deloitte announced that the 2014 Deloitte Technology Fast 50 China Programme had concluded 

successfully. (November) Read more here.  

 Eversheds announced that it had advised New World China Land Limited (NWCL) on the 

establishment of a US$1.5 billion Medium Term Note Programme and its first issuance under the 

Programme. (October) Read more here.  

 Harvey Nash announced that the Inspire Asia Pacific network, Harvey Nash’ executive business 

network of board-level women, had held its third annual event on 04 September in Hong Kong. 

(September) Read more here.  

 Heathrow Airport Limited released its traffic and business commentary for October 2014, reporting 

that its passenger volumes and cargo to China were up 9.6% and 13.6%, respectively. (November) Read 

more here.  

 Jaguar Land Rover organised a Sino-U.K. Football and Culture Exchange trip, which saw 56 football-

playing Chinese students travel to the U.K., as part of the Jaguar China Youth Football Development 

Initiative. (November) Read more here.  

 Linklaters announced that it had advised the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEx) over 

the past year and a half on the establishment of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect. (November) 

Read more here.  

 L’Oréal released its results for the third quarter of 2014, reporting that Magic Holdings, the acquisition 

made in China in the first half, is performing well. (November) Read more here.  

 PwC announced that PwC China, PwC New Zealand, and New Zealand Government-owned 

AsureQuality are cooperating with COFCO to further enhance China’s food safety. (November) Read 

more here.  

 Rio Tinto and Sinosteel Corporation announced their intention to advance discussions for a second 

extension to the Channar Mining iron ore joint venture in Western Australia’s Pilbara region. (November) 

Read more here.  

 UBM announced that UBM Asia had commissioned X-Venture to run the IOSH-accredited ‘Safe 

Management at International Events’ course in China in Chinese for the first time. (November) Read 

more here.  

 The University of Bath sent a small delegation to attend a research meeting at Zhejiang University in 

Hangzhou. (November) Read more here.  

 The University of Nottingham announced that a new research centre to focus on digital copyright and 

IP research in China had been proposed at a unique workshop. (November) Read more here.  

 The University of Portsmouth held a ceremony in Shanghai for students from China to celebrate their 

graduation success. (November) Read more here.  
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 The University of Sheffield announced that it had been chosen to pilot a pioneering programme, which 

is run by U.K. Trade and Investment (UKTI), to provide valuable and cost-effective access to Chinese 

language, cultural, and business knowledge. (November) Read more here.  

 

 

(Photo compilation on following page, clockwise from top left: Atkins reveals design for Cadre International 

Transit Oriented Development in Guangzhou, Jaguar Land Rover organises Sino-U.K. Football and Culture 

Exchange trip, Boeing and Ruili Airlines celebrate arrival of airline’s first direct purchase Next-Generation 

737-700, Benoy’s Chengdu International Finance Square recognised by two prestigious awards 

programmes, the University of Portsmouth holds ceremony in Shanghai for students from China to celebrate 

their graduation success, Jaguar Land Rover organises Sino-U.K. Football and Culture Exchange trip, and 

the University of Nottingham announces new research centre to focus on digital copyright and IP research 

was proposed at unique workshop) 
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CBI members by sector  
 

Architecture and design 

 

CBI member Arup presented a special exhibition at the Shanghai Expo UBPA’s Rhône-Alpes Pavilion in 

celebration of its 30
th

 anniversary in mainland China. The exhibition, running under the theme of “better 

cities: from vision to solution”, featured Arup’s signature projects in China and revealed the creativity and 

technical excellence behind them. It also illustrated the firm’s vision for future cities and provided forward-

thinking strategies and realistic recommendations. Arup was among the pioneers when China first opened its 

borders to foreign investment, working on the then tallest building in Shanghai, the Jing’an Hilton Hotel. 

Today, after some 800 projects, the firm has more than 900 staff based in seven offices across the country. 

Read more here.   

 

CBI member Atkins and China Communications Construction Company (CCCC) jointly hosted an event to 

unveil the Atkins-designed “Window of Guangzhou” as well as hold the signing ceremony for a strategic 

cooperation framework agreement between the two companies. The event was attended by senior 

representatives from Atkins and CCCC, U.K. Communities Secretary Eric Pickles, local government 

officials, and a number of other guests. Earlier this year, Atkins and CCCC signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) for global strategic cooperation in Beijing, marking the start of a long-term 

partnership between the two parties to develop more opportunities both in China and abroad. Atkins has also 

had important assignments from CCCC and its subsidiaries for the new town of Nansha in Guangdong 

Province and Colombo Port City in Sri Lanka as well as projects in Africa and the Middle East.  

 

Atkins also revealed the design for the Cadre International Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Centre in 

Guangzhou. The mixed-use development will be the first 

fully integrated TOD project in China, keeping Atkins at the 

forefront of this emerging trend to integrate the urban 

environment and transport systems to create a more liveable 

environment and promoting the central government’s rising 

emphasis on the quality of urbanisation. The development 

will host 250,000 square metres of commercial property, 

integrated with a transportation hub, including an 

underground high-capacity metro interchange station, an 

elevated intercity railway station, and a bus and taxi 

interchange located at ground level. These three 

transportation facilities are interconnected via a shopping 

mall which can be accessed directly from the railway station 

concourses. The shopping mall, which will consist of six 

levels above ground and two levels below ground, will 

provide an array of entertainment facilities, including a 

multiplex cinema, a food court, and a large public roof 

garden surrounded by cafés and restaurants. Large areas of 

http://arup.com/
http://arup.com/News/2014_11_November/25_November_Arup_celebrates_30_years_in_China.aspx
http://www.atkinsglobal.com/
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public space, including a civic plaza and a green garden, will be provided outside the development to ensure 

this landmark project benefits the surroundings. The development’s two tall towers will stand at 260-metres 

and 182-metres and will be home to a five-star hotel, Grade A office space, and SOHO residential 

apartments. The Cadre International TOD Centre is expected to open in 2018.  

 

CBI member Benoy announced that Chengdu International Finance Square (IFS) was recognised by two 

prestigious awards programmes in November. The 

development was presented with the China 

Property Award for Best Mixed-Use Development 

(South China) and also the Asia Pacific Interior 

Design Award (APIDA) for ‘Best 10’ in the 

Shopping Space category. Since opening in the 

Central Business District (CBD) of Chengdu in 

January 2014, Chengdu IFS has been high on the 

industry radar. In 2013, it was awarded ‘The 

Shopping Mall Potential Star’ by the Association 

of Mall China and the ‘2013 Most Anticipated 

Shopping Mall’ by West China Media Group. This 

year, Chengdu IFS was recognised on the international stage as one of six shortlisted Shopping Malls at the 

World Architecture Festival. Read more here.  

 

Automotive 
 

CBI member Jaguar Land Rover organised a Sino-U.K. Football and Culture Exchange trip, which saw 56 

football-playing Chinese students travel to the U.K., as 

part of the Jaguar China Youth Football Development 

Initiative. The five-day trip was aimed at helping the 

children to realise their sporting aspirations and began 

with a rigorous training session at the Tottenham Hotspur 

training ground, where the children were coached by 

some of the best trainers the Premier League has to offer. 

The children also got to meet global football legend 

David Beckham, Jaguar Brand Ambassador in China, 

who personally received them. In addition, the children 

received a warm welcome at the Chinese Embassy in 

London and also visited Oxford University. The students all agreed that the Sino-U.K. Football and Culture 

Exchange was a memorable experience.  

 

Aviation 
 

CBI member Airbus and China Aircraft Leasing Company (CALC) signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding for 100 A320 Family aircraft. Including this new commitment, CALC’s total order tally with 

http://www.benoy.com/about
http://www.benoy.com/press/chengdu-ifs-double-win-china-property-awards-and-apida
http://www.jaguarlandrover.com/
http://www.airbus.com/
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Airbus stands at 140 A320 Family aircraft. Read more here.  

 

CBI member The Boeing Company and Ruili Airlines celebrated the arrival of the airline’s first direct 

purchase Next-Generation 737-700. Ruili is a newly 

established private airline based at Changshui International 

Airport in Kunming, the capital of Yunnan Province. The 

new airplane is the first of 14 737 orders and commitments 

from Ruili Airlines, including eight 737-700s and six 737 

MAXs. The carrier currently operates two 737-700s and one 

737-800 serving seven domestic routes in China. According 

to its development plan, Ruili Airlines plans to increase its 

fleet to 30 Boeing airplanes by 2020, with around 120 daily 

flights on 60 to 70 routes. Read more here.  

 

Beauty and fashion 
 

CBI member Burberry released its interim results for the six months ended on 30 September 2014, 

reporting that its retail business delivered double-digit comparable sales growth in Asia Pacific in the half, 

as did China and Hong Kong, the region’s two largest markets. Burberry reported that it continued to invest 

in initiatives to better serve the Chinese customer. Investment was made in digital engagement, such as the 

collaboration with WeChat, alongside store evolution within China, focused on flagship markets, especially 

Shanghai. Later this year, Burberry will implement a virtual single pool inventory within China to help 

facilitate both on and offline commerce in this important market. This will enable customers within China to 

access all available inventory in the country, whether it is in one of Burberry’s stores or the local distribution 

centre. Read more here.  

 

CBI member L’Oréal released its results for the third quarter of 2014, reporting that Magic Holdings, the 

acquisition made in China in the first half, is performing well. Read more here.  

 

Education  
 

CBI member Cardiff University and Beijing Normal University (BNU) signed an agreement to develop the 

Beijing Normal-Cardiff Chinese College. This new Joint College, 

which has received support from the Welsh Government’s 

Department of European and External Affairs, will be home to a 

flagship dual degree programme in Chinese studies, allowing 

students to study two years in Cardiff and two in Beijing. A 

delegation from Cardiff University will visit Beijing in early 2015 

to work with colleagues at BNU in the development of this unique 

new degree programme. Read more here.  

 

 

http://www.airbus.com/presscentre/pressreleases/press-release-detail/detail/china-aircraft-leasing-company-signs-mou-for-100-a320-family-aircraft/
http://www.boeing.com/boeing/
http://boeing.mediaroom.com/2014-11-25-Boeing-Delivers-First-Direct-Purchase-737-700-to-Ruili-Airlines#assets_117
http://www.burberryplc.com/
http://www.burberryplc.com/media_centre/press_releases/2014/interim-results-for-the-six-months-ended-30-september-2014
http://www.loreal.com/group/group-homepage.aspx
http://www.loreal-finance.com/eng/news-release/sales-at-september-30-2014-983.htm
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/news/articles/cardiff-china-joint-college-launched-13869.html
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CBI member The University of Bath sent a small delegation to attend a research meeting at Zhejiang 

University in Hangzhou. The meeting was with a professor 

from Zhejiang University’s Institute of Polymer Science. The 

visit was in part supported by the University of Bath’s Pro-

Vice-Chancellor for Internationalisation and the University’s 

International Researcher Mobility Support Scheme, which is 

aimed at funding short visits to key foreign universities to 

build links between institutions. A variety of approaches to 

strengthen research links between the two universities were 

discussed during the visit, including staff and student exchanges in 2015. Read more here.  

 

CBI member The University of Nottingham announced that a new research centre to focus on digital 

copyright and IP research in China had been proposed at a 

unique workshop hosted by the Arts and Humanities 

Research Council (AHRC) in the U.K., the Horizon Digital 

Economy Research Institute of the University of 

Nottingham U.K., and the University of Nottingham 

Ningbo China (UNNC). Delegates included academics 

from Chinese and U.K. universities with interests in these 

areas as well as senior representatives and supporters from 

the AHRC, the Ningbo Bureau of Science and Technology, 

the National Copyright Agency of China, the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office in Beijing, the British Council, and international media companies based in China. 

The discussions were around areas of research to be undertaken by this new Research Centre in Digital 

Copyright and IP Research in China, which will be based at UNNC. It is proposed that the centre will link 

with CREATe in the U.K. (the RCUK-funded Centre for Copyright and New Business Models in the 

Creative Economy in which the University of Nottingham is a major partner) to examine the global 

dimensions of modern copyright in the digital age. Read more here.  

 

CBI member The University of Portsmouth held a ceremony in Shanghai for students from China to 

celebrate their graduation success. The event attracted over 60 graduates who 

had completed their degrees in the previous three years. The graduates had 

studied courses from four faculties—the Portsmouth Business School, the 

Faculty of Creative and Cultural Industries, the Faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences, and the Faculty of Technology. The ceremony was followed by 

a job fair attended by employers from the region. Read more here.  

 

CBI member The University of Sheffield announced that it had been chosen to pilot a pioneering 

programme, which is run by U.K. Trade and Investment (UKTI), to provide valuable and cost-effective 

access to Chinese language, cultural, and business knowledge. The University has one of the largest Chinese 

student populations in the U.K. as well as one of the largest and most established schools of East Asian 

Studies in the country. U.K. Trade Minister Lord Livingston announced that Chinese-speaking students from 

the University are to be placed with U.K. companies to help them break into the Chinese market or find new 

investment. Lord Livingston launched the scheme at the University of Sheffield to an audience of businesses 

http://www.bath.ac.uk/
http://www.bath.ac.uk/chemistry/news/visit-zhejiang-university.html
http://www.nottingham.edu.cn/en/index.aspx
http://www.nottingham.edu.cn/en/news/2014/new-centre-to-focus-on-digital-copyright-and-ip-research-in-china.aspx
http://www.port.ac.uk/
http://www.port.ac.uk/uopnews/2014/11/14/china-students-celebrate-graduation/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/
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who have already signed up. If successful, the scheme may be rolled out to other universities wishing to take 

part and trialled with other major non-E.U. international student groups, such as those from India or 

Malaysia. Read more here.  

 

Flight services 

 

CBI member Heathrow Airport Limited released its traffic and business commentary for October 2014, 

reporting that its passenger volumes and cargo to China were up 9.6% and 13.6%, respectively. Read more 

here.  

 

Healthcare 
 

CBI member Bupa and Hang Seng Bank announced the launch of a range of innovative insurance products 

and services that will offer Hang Seng customers holistic health and wellness care. Personal health insurance 

offerings are structured into four tiers that collectively encompass a diverse range of customer healthcare 

needs, both within and outside Hong Kong. Corporate customers will be offered ready-made and bespoke 

corporate employee insurance schemes, allowing them to care for their employees’ wellness needs through 

health management programmes. Bupa’s HealthPro Concierge Service is the first medical insurance service 

in Hong Kong to provide round-the-clock specialist healthcare support for customers, whether they are 

looking for advice on wellness care, managing a chronic disease, or seeking pre- and post-treatment care. A 

joint wellness-themed credit card is also being offered to encourage customers to adopt healthier lifestyle 

habits through a range of exclusive spending rewards as well as medical and healthcare services in Hong 

Kong. Read more here.  

 

Legal 
 

CBI member Eversheds announced that it had advised New World China Land Limited (NWCL) on the 

establishment of a US$1.5 billion Medium Term Note Programme and its first issuance under the 

Programme. The MTN Programme, arranged by BOC International and HSBC, was listed on the Hong 

Kong Stock Exchange on 28 October 2014. Read more here.  

 

CBI member Linklaters announced that it had advised the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 

(HKEx) over the past year and a half on the establishment of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect. This 

programme will create trading and clearing links that enable Hong Kong and overseas investors to trade in 

securities listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and mainland Chinese investors to trade in securities listed 

on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Linklaters assisted HKEx on Hong Kong and China issues in respect of 

this innovative structure. This included creating a novel contractual framework for establishing the links 

between the two Exchanges and the respective Hong Kong and Chinese clearing houses as well as a 

harmonious underlying legal framework. Read more here.  

 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/great-ambassador-china-scheme-1.421933
http://www.heathrowairport.com/
http://mediacentre.heathrowairport.com/Press-releases/Heathrow-traffic-and-business-commentary-October-2014-a37.aspx
http://www.bupa.com/welcome/
http://www.bupa.com/media-centre/press-releases/corporate/hang-seng-and-bupa-break-new-ground-in-hong-kongs-health-insurance-market/
http://www.eversheds.com/global/en/index.page
http://press.eversheds.com/Press-releases/Eversheds-advises-New-World-China-Land-on-establishment-of-US-1-5-billion-MTN-Programme-and-first-is-101b.aspx
http://www.linklaters.com/pages/index.aspx
http://www.linklaters.com/News/LatestDeals/2014/Pages/Linklater-sadvises-HKEx-Shanghai-Hong-Kong-Stock-Connect.aspx
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Media 
 

CBI member BBC Worldwide, together with Honyee Media, its production partner for Top Gear China, 

unveiled the three hosts for the Chinese version of Top Gear. Actor, singer, and professional racer Ren 

Xianqi, famous TV host and Golden Microphone Award winner Cheng Lei, and twice Olympic diving gold 

medallist and actor Tian Liang are leading Top Gear China. Read more here.  

 

CBI member UBM announced that UBM Asia had commissioned X-Venture to run the IOSH-accredited 

‘Safe Management at International Events’ course in China in Chinese for the first time. Based on the g-

Guide, a downloadable document that sets out minimally accepted safety standards for the global exhibition 

and event market, the two-day course was run twice in Shanghai from 17-20 November. Read more here.  

 

Mining 
 

CBI member Rio Tinto and Sinosteel Corporation announced their intention to advance discussions for a 

second extension to the Channar Mining iron ore joint venture in Western Australia’s Pilbara region. This 

followed the signing of a Heads of Agreement at Parliament House in Canberra by Rio Tinto Chief 

Executive Sam Walsh and Sinosteel Corporation President Xu Siwei. Chinese President Xi Jinping and 

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott attended the ceremony. The original Channar joint venture was 

signed in 1987 and provided for the production of 200 million tonnes of iron ore. It was extended in 2010 to 

produce a further 50 million tonnes of iron ore. The Channar joint venture (Rio Tinto has a 60% share, 

Sinosteel 40%), owns the Channar mine, 60 kilometres south of Tom Price in the Pilbara region. The 

operation is managed by Rio Tinto. Sinosteel has 100% offtake rights to Channar joint venture production 

(Channar ore feeds into Pilbara Blend). The original Channar joint venture was one of the largest Chinese 

investments in the world, and it was the first overseas mineral resource project entered into by a Chinese 

enterprise. Read more here.  

 

Professional services 
 

CBI member Accenture announced that it had been named a ‘Leader’ in Gartner Inc.’s recently published 

‘Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Application Service Providers, China’. This marks the third consecutive 

year for Accenture to be recognised as a Leader in this report. Read more here.  

 

CBI member Deloitte announced that the 2014 Deloitte Technology Fast 50 China Programme had 

concluded successfully. The fast-growing nature of winning companies was fully reflected by their strong 

three-year revenue growth rate of 1,076%, more than double from that of last year. 2014 marks the 10
th

 

anniversary of the Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Programme. It also represents the further expansion of the 

programme within China. In alliance with Beijing, Xi’an, Chengdu, Wuhan, Dalian, and Shenzhen, Deloitte 

has organised the Deloitte China Fast 20 regional programme in these six cities. Read more here.  

 

CBI member PwC announced that PwC China, PwC New Zealand, and New Zealand Government-owned 

http://www.bbc.com/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/worldwide/2014/top-gear-china-series
http://www.ubmchina.com/Home/tabid/709/language/en-US/Default.aspx
http://apps.ubmasia.com/eNews/newsletter_template/383/enews_22979.html
http://www.riotinto.com/default.aspx
http://www.riotinto.com/media/media-releases-237_13586.aspx
http://www.accenture.com/us-en/pages/index.aspx
http://newsroom.accenture.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=6263
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_CN/cn/index.htm
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_CN/cn/Pressroom/pr/bdd74946f6d59410VgnVCM1000003256f70aRCRD.htm
http://www.pwccn.com/home/eng/index.html
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AsureQuality are cooperating with COFCO, China’s largest oil and food supplier, to further enhance 

China’s food safety. All four parties signed a cooperation framework agreement on the sidelines of the 2014 

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Summit in Beijing. Besides sharing international industry best 

practices with COFCO, PwC and AsureQuality will also facilitate innovative solutions for COFCO across 

its whole food supply chain, including food security, safety, and quality. Read more here.  

 

Recruitment 
 

CBI member Harvey Nash announced that the Inspire Asia Pacific network, Harvey Nash’ executive 

business network of board-level women, had held its third annual event on 04 September in Hong Kong. 

More than 60 female leaders from across the region gathered for the event to discuss actions that can be put 

in place to engage more men in the gender diversity discussion. Read more here.  

 

 

CBI China 

November 2014 

 

 

For inputs or comments, please contact our Beijing office:  

 

Guy Dru Drury (Chief Representative): Guy.DruDrury@cbi.org.uk  

 

Ben Cooper (Policy Analyst): Ben.Cooper@cbi.org.uk   

 

 

 

http://www.pwccn.com/home/eng/pr_101114.html
http://www.harveynash.com/hk/
http://www.harveynash.com/hk/news-blogs/news/inspire-asia-pacific-engaging-men-in-the-gender-diversity-agenda.asp
mailto:Guy.DruDrury@cbi.org.uk
mailto:Ben.Cooper@cbi.org.uk
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